
Pregnancy and Postpartum Support Minnesota (PPSM-PSI) is here to help your

transition to parenthood.  Planning and education are important in this journey for

anyone and absolutely essential when there are mental health concerns.  This plan is

intended to help you and your team identify symptoms before they become a problem

by connecting you to the right resources.  

If you have been given this tool by your provider, chances are you have already started

to make these connections.  If you are finding this on your own and want to connect to

support now, PPSM-PSI can help (ppsmhelpline@gmail.com or 612.787.7776)

Mental Health Pregnancy
and Postpartum Planning Tool

https://www.ppsupportmn.org/


What is typically described as postpartum depression or postpartum mood or anxiety disorder, often can be identified as

having started during the pregnancy.  Identification and planning throughout the perinatal period is key to managing

mental health and maintaining well being. 
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1. Introduction.

Pregnancy
Mood and anxiety disorders during pregnancy effect approximately 1 in 4

women.  Having symptoms during pregnancy is the biggest risk for return

or worsening after delivery. 
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1
Disturbed sleep
Increased appetite
Decreased energy
Concentration
problems

You may consider seeking help if symptoms
start to effect your daily functioning and
enjoyment of life.  Some examples are:

Thoughts of not wanting to be here.

Not taking care of normal tasks like bathing
or eating.

Worrying so much it is taking away from
planned or desired activities.

Irrational or intrusive thoughts that you or
others identify as not normal.  

Depression
during

pregnancy
can resemble

typical
pregnancy
symptoms:

Options for Help:

Social support (support groups, moms
groups, churches, friends)

individual therapy
group therapy

medications

ppsupportmn.org has resources for all

Risk factor Checklist

https://ppsupportmn.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Risk-Factors-Checklist.pdf


Preparing
for Baby

The same way we prepare our home for a new baby, we have
to prepare our mental well-being and address risks for
changes to our mental health.  
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2
Labor:

Who will you call when in labor  __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Who is taking care of other children _______________________________________________________________________________

Who will take care of pets __________________________________________________________________________________________

Postpartum:

Who can run errands for you ________________________________________________________________________________________

Who can clean the house ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Who will do the dishes _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Who will do the laundry _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Who can prepare meals _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Or have meals prepared ahead or delivered.  Think about meal trains, friends, family, freezer meals you make.  

**make a list of other tasks people can help you with and think ahead on who you can ask**

Who can you call that will listen with out judgement _______________________________________________________________

Who can you call if you need baby advice ___________________________________________________________________________

Who can you call if you need emotional advice _____________________________________________________________________

 

Take some time to be thoughtful about how you will address
your mental health postpartum.  Who is going to be there for
you, what resources to you have, what do you need, who do you
call.  

Add names and numbers to the items below 

TIPs You do not need every baby
item you see advertised

You do not have to have every
item at home before baby

arrives 

Printable Format

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTuYhikVDfuDgTCAR1MgwltSLl5qB-lYR-Nf7mDMoNxwGRSNRTh5OEyziEBVj1xHUzFNebnIH1PE2gh/pub


2. Preparing for Baby.

Are you taking medications and if so are
there changes that need to be made
once baby is born and if so what?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Are you able to add or use as needed
additional medications (anxiety, sleep,
mood changes) and if so what?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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People in your support network really want to help you and their

offers to do so are genuine. 

Unfortunately when we are asked "what can I do to help" we either

are too overwhelmed to come up with a task or our own thoughts and

worries prevent us from accepting the help. 

Before the baby arrives is the time to identify those tasks and make a

list.   Keep in mind everything you routinely do in a day, picking up

older kids from school/child care, groceries, dry cleaning, dusting,

laundry, etc. 

My Medication Provider Name:

Number:

Postpartum Plan:

Post-delivery Appointment: 

What's your
MENTAL HEALTH  

Plan? 

My Therapist Name:

Number:

Postpartum Plan:

Post-delivery Appointment:TIPS

Ask your support team what they would like to do.

Keep a list of tasks somewhere other people can see. 

Write each task on a sticky note and put them somewhere
visitors will see.



Once Labor Starts
Discuss birth plan with healthcare
team
Reiterate if you have a trauma
history, especially if past birth
trauma
Reiterate special considerations for
your care for example how you are
touched, who is in the room 

Delivery 
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3 1

Active Labor
Inform healthcare team of
triggering words, positions and
remind them as needed to ask
permission to touch
Use coping tools from your therapy
plan to deal with pain and anxiety or
see tool box

2

In the room
Comfort

manage pain
focal item to distract

Communication
Companion-support person

3

After the baby is here
Discuss plan for visitors
Prioritize your recovery
Communicate/advocate if you feel
something is not right

4

Not every birth goes
according to plan, but
creating one empowers you
to become informed of all
your options during labor.  

Your hospital or birth center
stay will include a number
of care providers. 
Communication is key to
having not only your birth
plan followed but your
experience to be be
positive. 

Trauma Survivors
Women of Color

Special Considerations

Pain and Anxiety Tools

Unless the the nurse or doctor uses the term "medical
necessity"  you always have time to ask questions and
discuss other options. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-jncxNFX2mWs_UVw8PqpFM0zEWislWuSIuBhnFmAQpA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vR8KW4qh1BkJWJhF_boqB_-iqY1JrJUx2KCIFLcUJmi4ZzkIAycQLk6wTqtGIpp_VNNFWbZWXJNb8kJ/pub
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/15586-labor-without-medication-coping-skills


First Two
Weeks
Postpartum 
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You can control your visitors

Eat nutritiously 

Stay hydrated

Prioritize Sleep

Accept help 

Don't entertain visitors

TIPS

small frequent meals 
strive for protein each time
you eat
keep snacks handy, ideal
stash close to where you
feed baby
try to get something from
each food group

to do grocery store run
take older kids out for an
activity
laundry
cleaning
watch baby while you nap

don't offer/allow to have
people "stop by" 
give people time options
that work for you
protect your time to do
self care and tend to
baby's needs

they are there to offer you support not for you to take care of them

your body does best with 6-8 hours
of sleep
you may not get that all at night
take naps to reach a collective  time
if you get less than 5 hours of sleep
for more than a few nights you
should be letting your doctor know

drink water, drink water
1/2 your body wt in oz a day

                          PLUS
a glass for each pill you take

                          PLUS 
equal amount for any caffeine

                          PLUS 
the amount you are feeding if
breastfeeding 

It might not always be what you expected
That is ok
It doesn't mean it will stay that way
There is help
You will get better

Take your time to heal, take in the snuggles
the laundry and dishes will be there tomorrow



5. Feeding

Feeding

It does not have to be one or the other. 
Consider an inclusive feeding approach. 
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You can exclusively feed your milk to your baby but if your baby needs more
to be happy and healthy you can supplement and use a combination of
feeding approaches that is considered inclusive breastfeeding. 

You have options.
Exclusively breastfeed, your milk only.  
Exclusively pump and feed your milk from bottle. 
Exclusively formula feed from bottle.
Donor milk feed from bottle. 
Inclusively feed from breast and bottle.  

Some mental health conditions require uninterrupted sleep making
exclusive breastfeeding impossible. 
This is not a failure on your part, this is you taking care of your mental
health.
Your baby needs a healthy mom more than it needs your breast milk.
Perfectly health babies, kids and adults have been formula fed.  

Breastfeeding can be an extraordinary experience which has many benefits to baby

including nutrition, immunity and convenience.   Unless it is not.  Breastfeeding can

also produce anxiety, limit sleep and set us up to feel like failures. 

Tips



5. Feeding

Breast-feeding

Chest-feeding
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5 Two protective hormones decrease 

When you Suddenly Stop nursing:

Prolactin: milk production, also brings with it a

feeling of well-being, calmness and relaxation   

Oxytocin: milk let-down, "love hormone"

Due to the sudden shift in hormones you may feel:

A sense of loss
Weepy and sadness
Depressed
Irritable
Anxious
Mood swings

You can exclusively feed your milk to your baby but if YOU OR your baby
needs more to be happy and healthy you can supplement and use a

combination of feeding approaches that is considered inclusive
breastfeeding.



Focus on sleep

Self-
care
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6 Ideas for you
1

Listen to your body2

Get a massage3

Be ok with shortcuts such as; paper plates,

take out meals

4 Be fluid with your

plans

1

Do what feels good2

Stay active 3

Say "no" and avoid

over committing
4

Img. 01: 
Lore.

DON'T let anyone shame you about your choices.  Your

pregnancy and parenting decisions are yours to make. 



For gestational parents, hormone changes can occur long after
the baby is here.  There are points to again watch for hormone
related mood changes:

Breastfeeding cessation

Starting hormone birth control

Return of menses 

Change in birth control

Fertility treatments

Subsequent pregnancy

Pattern changes in sleep and breastfeeding
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Adding a family member can take some adjusting and
no two journeys are the same. 

7 The first
year



How do I
know if I

need
help........

Most parents will feel an "adjustment" emotionally.  The
gestational parent will have additional waves of emotion

immediately following the birth due to hormone
changes. 

"The Baby Blues"

This often looks like: 
crying easily or for no reason

sad 
worry you are doing "it right"

even grief or longing for life before baby
mood swings
irritability

You feel hopeless, sad, worthless, or alone all the time, and you
cry often.

You don’t feel like you’re doing a good job as a new mom.

You’re not bonding with your baby.

You can’t eat, sleep, or take care of your baby because of your
overwhelming despair.

You can't sleep even if baby is sleeping.

You have excessive worry.

You have panic attacks.

You have intrusive thoughts about something happening to
yourself, your baby or someone you care about.  (Sometimes
these fears and thoughts are about you doing something to cause
that harm and are very uncomfortable.) 

You have thoughts seem irrational or that other people tell you
are irrational. 

Seek professional help if:

Help is available at
PPsupportMN.org



the
relationship

changes

At no other time in life is
there such change....

The gestation parent spends 9 months protecting the baby and now
has to share that responsibility with the world.

A couple goes from taking care of themselves to caring for  a helpless
human.

"We" becomes "Us"

Literally, the "love hormone" you have for your partner now also
includes baby 

Lack of sleep can cause exhaustion, irritability, frustration, mood
changes and even health changes.

Emotional changes as your body adapts to not being pregnant and as
you grow into parenting.

Your body will change.  Understand this.  Be gentle with its journey to
a new normal.  It has gone through tremendous work to bring life to
this world.  

Intimacy will likely be less spontaneous, give yourself and partner
grace as you look for emotional ways to connect.  

https://sciencemagazineasam.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/oxytocin.png


Families and
Support

People

8
How do I help my loved one?
Make sure their getting sleep, at least 5-6 hours in 24 and preferred for
at least 4 of those hours consecutive.

Make sure they are eating nutritious food and staying hydrated.

Offer support, words of encouragement, ask how you can help.  Try
not to problem solve for them.  Listen to their experience and
sometimes no response is even necessary. 

Help to make time for them to do good self care, sleep, bathing,
seeing friends, time to recharge and do an enjoyable activity.  

If they are seeking professional help, support by arranging care of the
baby so they can attend.  If needed offer reminders for appointments. 

If you feel they could benefit from professional help but they are
reluctant, offer encouragement, normalize that they are not alone (1
out of 5 women have clinically significant symptoms), offer to help
them find a provider and make the appointment if she agrees.

If there is a safety concern, that they pose an immediate danger to
themselves or someone else (maybe its baby) take them to the
emergency room.  If they refuse and you are afraid call 911 for
assistance to get them to the hospital.  Fairview University and HCMC
in Minnesota have psychiatric emergency rooms that can assess and
treat often without an admission to the hospital. 

If a crisis intervention is needed, know that you are able to share
information with any of the providers but they may not be able to
immediately share information with you.

If your partner has a history of mental health concerns, consider
having a mental health advanced directive.

mental health advanced directive

https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/a_practical_guide_to_psychiatric_advance_directives.pdf


DONATE NOW TO PPSM-PSI

Thank you.

Look for additional
support for partners and

family at PPSM-PSI.
PPSM (PSI-MN) is the voice for mental

health during & after pregnancy.

We are a trusted ally for families &
practitioners, providing support,

advocacy, awareness and training during
this vulnerable time.

We connect anyone who is struggling to
support & quality resources, along with

reassurance that you are not alone.

Through a strong partnership with the
mental health community, we ensure the

best care for parents and families.

We are a volunteer organization paving
the way for perinatal mental health, and
setting the standard for care nationwide.

https://www.ppsupportmn.org/donatenow
https://ppsupportmn.org/help-for-loved-ones/

